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GENERAL PROGRAMME

WEDNESDAY 6th
15.00 – 18.00 Pre-conference Workshop
Room 1SA | Data and theory in ethnographic research

THURSDAY 7th
09.30 – 12.30 Pre-conference Workshop
Room 1SA | Data and theory in ethnographic research

13.00 Registration opens (The registration desk is located under the cloister colonnade, SA)

14.00 – 15.30 Conference Opening & Plenary Session
Room 5SA | Institutional Welcome by Remo Morzenti Pellegrini, Rector of the University of Bergamo

Keynote talk by Michel Agier (École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, Paris)
Empathy as method: reflections on the ethnographic encounter

15.30 – 16.00 Coffee break, SA

16.00 – 19.00 Parallel Sessions

Room 1SA | Session 2 | Street-corner politics. Urban everyday life and the art of living together (A)
Room 7P | Session 4 | Ethnography of university life in the era of evaluation (A)
Room 5SA | Session 6 | Ethnographies of asylum seeker reception (A)
Room 9P | Session 7 | Migrant Masculinities and Global Religions. Exploring Gendered Religious Change through International Mobility
Room 8P | Session 10 | Work, Consumption and Social Relations: Processual Approaches to the Platform Society
Room 3P | Session 12 | Ethnographic studies of tourism (A)
Room 10P | Session 13 | Experiencing the Sacred between Religion and Spirituality (A)
Room 11P | Session 17 | Informal labour brokers and contemporary capitalist economies
Room 12P | Session 20 | Visual research of migrations and other border experiences. What about politics and aesthetics?
Room 13P | Session 25 | Open Session (A)

20.30 Social Dinner Restaurant “La Marianna” [n. 3 on the general map]
FRIDAY 8th
09.30 – 12.30 Parallel Sessions

Room 11P  Session 1 | The Intimate Life of Power
Room 1SA  Session 2 | Street-corner politics. Urban everyday life and the art of living together (B)
Room 7P   Session 4 | Ethnography of university life in the era of evaluation (B)
Room 8P   Session 6 | Ethnographies of asylum seeker reception (B)
Room 9P   Session 12 | Ethnographic studies of tourism (B)
Room 10P  Session 13 | Experiencing the Sacred between Religion and Spirituality (B)
Room 14P  Session 14 | Contested Rights: Minorities and Justice (A)
Room 12P  Session 19 | Processes of criminalization and qualitative research (A)
Room 5SA  Session 21 | What sort of Fieldwork and Participant Observation in today’s Maghreb? (A)
Room 1P   Session 22 | Un/Sustainable Practices in a Scarcity-Driven World
Room 15P  Session 24 | Death in European Society: Field Research Experiences

12.30 – 14.00 Lunch: buffet in the cloister, SA

14.00 – 15.30 Plenary Session

Room 5SA  Keynote talk by Wendy Espeland (Northwestern University, US)
Visibility and Invisibility Through Numbers

15.30 – 16.00 Coffee break, SA

16.00 – 19.00 Parallel Sessions

Room 16P  Session 3 | Cultures of Combat': Qualitative Studies of Martial Arts, Fighting Systems and Combat Sports (A)
Room 9P   Session 5 | Ethnography of Fascisms
Room 8P   Session 6 | Ethnographies of asylum seeker reception (C)
Room 10P  Session 8 | Be(ar)ing witness: Testimony, evidence and subjectivation in institutional contexts (A)
Room 1SA  Session 10 | Work, Consumption and Social Relations: Processual Approaches to the Platform Society (B)
Room 11P  Session 14 | Contested Rights: Minorities and Justice (B)
Room 12P  Session 16 | Ethnographies of racialized labour processes
Room 7P   Session 18 | New patterns of intra-EU migration? Ethnographic insights on labour and welfare experiences of migrant workers
Room 5SA  Session 21 | What sort of Fieldwork and Participant Observation in today’s Maghreb? (B)
Room 15P  Session 25 | Open Session (B)
19.00 Evening Side Event: On the Front Line of the Earthquake

Room 1P Presentation of the militant research conducted in the aftermath of the earthquake in Central Italy and the Photo Exhibition “Geographies of Uncertainty”, realized by Emidio di Treviri.

SATURDAY 9th
09.00 – 12.00 Parallel Sessions

Room 8P  Session 2 | Street-corner politics. Urban everyday life and the art of living together (C)
Room 13P Session 3 | ‘Cultures of Combat’: Qualitative Studies of Martial Arts, Fighting Systems and Combat Sports (B)
Room 10P Session 8 | Be(ar)ing witness: Testimony, evidence and subjectivation in institutional contexts (B)
Room 11P Session 9 | Comparing What? Conceptualising comparison in migration and urban studies
Room 12P Session 11 | Minors in migration: Comparative Approaches
Room 7P  Session 18 | New patterns of intra-EU migration? Ethnographic insights on labour and welfare experiences of migrant workers
Room 15P Session 14 | Contested Rights: Minorities and Justice (A)
Room 12P Session 19 | Processes of criminalization and qualitative research (B)
Room 14P Session 23 | Playing on the Move: Rethinking Sport, Migration and Play through Inter-relationality

12.00 – 13.15 Plenary Session & Conference Closing

Room 16P Keynote talk by Lonnie Athens (Seton Hall University, New York)
Park’s Theory of the Human Habitat: A Radical Interactionist’s Critique

15.00 – 16.30 Meet the Board

“La vendemmia” Restaurant & Bar [n. 4 on the general map]

You can also join us there for lunch from around 13.30

7-8 June: Poster Session (Under the cloister colonnade, SA)
7-8 June: Photo Exhibition “Geographies of Uncertainty”
DETAILED PROGRAMME

Pre-conference Workshop

Data and theory in ethnographic research
Organized by: Chiara Bassetti (Università di Trento), Andrea Mubi Brighenti (Università di Trento), Sebastiano Citroni (Università di Milano Bicocca), Alessandra Gribaldo (Università di Bologna)

Wednesday, June 6th 15.00-18.00 & Thursday, June 7th 9.30-12.30 — Room 1SA

Participants: Giulia Consoli (Università di Bologna), Filippo Oncini (Università di Trento), Rebecca Paraciani (Università di Bologna), Laura Romano (Sapienza Università di Roma), Eda Elif Tibet (University of Bern), Mario Trifuoggi (Goldsmiths University of London)

Keynote Talks

Thursday, June 7th 14.00-15.30 — Room 5SA
  Michel Agier (École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales, Paris): Empathy as method: reflections on the ethnographic encounter  
  Chair: Paola Gandolfi (Università di Bergamo)

Friday, June 8th 14.00-15.30 — Room 5SA
  Wendy Espeland (Northwestern University, US): Visibility and Invisibility Through Numbers
  Chair: Gianmarco Navarini (Università di Milano Bicocca)

Saturday, June 9th 12.00-13.15 — Room 16P
  Lonnie Athens (Seton Hall University, New York): Park’s Theory of the Human Habitat: A Radical Interactionist’s Critique
  Chair: Marco Marzano (Università di Bergamo)

Featured Sessions

1. The Intimate Life of Power
   Convenor: Pietro Saitta (Università di Messina)
   Friday, June 8th 9.30-12.30 — Room 11P
   • Elena Rozhdestvenskaya (University "Higher School of Economics" of Moscow): Heirs in the families of the Russian elite: the chances of succession of business and wealth
   • Alina Pop (Christian University “Dimitrie Cantemir”), Oana Apostol (University of Turku): The subtle power of neoliberalism: influencing conceptions of the role of tax consultancy in a post-socialist society
   • Praveen Verma (University of Delhi): Un-farming Land, Cultivating Dominance: Jats in Northern India
   • Laura Squillace (Università di Milano Bicocca, Universidade do Estado do Rio de Janeiro): Folk devils on ipanema beach. An analysis of the Operação Verão in Rio de Janeiro
   • Giacomo Pozzi (Università di Milano Bicocca): “Magicians and Warriors of Justice”. Morality and Street-level Bureaucracy in Bailiffs’ Everyday Lives in Milan
   • Fabio Dovigo (Università di Bergamo): Against excellence: reshaping the dynamics of power in the Italian school

2. Street-corner politics. Urban everyday life and the art of living together
   Convenors: Sebastiano Citroni (Università di Milano Bicocca) & Carole Gayet-Viaud (CNRS-CESDIP, Paris)

   2a. Public commitments: urban life as ground for growing into a citizen - Thursday, June 7th 16.00-19.00 — Room 1SA
   • Valeria Piro, Nicola de Luigi & Ilaria Pitti (Università di Bologna): “Illegal” solidarity? An ethnography of projects in support of migrants in two European cities
   • Giovanni Monteduro (University of Salento): Getting On Even Less: Structural Burden and Spatial Assemblage in the Homeless Everyday Life
   • Alexandra Bidet (Centre Maurice Halbwachs, CNRS-ENS-EHESS) & Manuel Boutet (Université Côte d’Azur): Is parenthood an unnoticed inquiry on the art of living together in democracy?
   • Clément Rivière (Université de Lille): Children’s withdrawal from urban public space: looking for qualitative explanations
   • Alessandro Gerosa (Università di Milano): The role of vernacular creativity in urban civic and political renaissance: an ethnography of «NoLo»
2b. Performing the public, right to the city and ways of belonging - Friday, June 8th 9.30-12.30 — Room 1SA

- Vincenzo Lo Re (Sapienza Università di Roma): Public making on the street. Practices and relationships in the San Berillo district of Catania
- Mario Trifuoggi (Goldsmiths University of London): Alternative frameworks of citizenship and belonging in central Naples
- Ivana Rapošová (Masaryk University): Festivalization of minority claims for public belonging: between visibility and active participation
- Garry Fry (Australian National University): Exploring normative strain in Thailand: life crises as identified by 13 to 15 year-old young people in Pathum Thani province, northern Bangkok

2c. Uses of public space and urban sociability as tests for diversity and tolerance to difference - Saturday, June 9th 9.30-12.30 — Room 1SA

- Grazia Ting Deng (The Chinese University of Hong Kong): Performing Sociability: The Chinese Baristas’ Everyday Social Encounters in Bologna
- Fabio Bertoni (Università degli Studi di Padova): Urban citizenship walks on a line: slacklining, everyday encounters, and conflicts in public parks
- Valentina Gaddi (Université de Montréal): Hasidim and non-Hasidim in a Montréal neighbourhood: controversies and vivre ensemble

3. ‘Cultures of Combat’: Qualitative Studies of Martial Arts, Fighting Systems and Combat Sports Convenors: David Brown (Cardiff Metropolitan University), George Jennings (Cardiff Metropolitan University) & Lorenzo Pedrini (Università di Milano Bicocca)

3a. Friday, June 8th 16.00-19.00 — Room 16P

- Patricia Rivera Robles (Universidad de Barcelona): I am a Female Wrestler... So What? An Ethnographic Approach to the Female Wrestling Field in Barcelona
- George Jennings (Cardiff Metropolitan University): Autophenomenography and Martial Arts: New Directions for Practitioner Research
- Lorenzo Domaneschi (Cardiff Metropolitan University): Conditioning Weapons: Ethnography of the Practice of Martial Arts Training
- Mark Langweiler (University of South Wales): On Not Neglecting the Near for the Far. The Practice of Wu Style Tai Chi Chuan
- Rozalie Lekkerkerk (University of Amsterdam): From Wars on Terraces to Underground Fistfights: How Hooligan Free Fighting is Gaining Ground as Combat Sport
- Floris Mosselman (University of Amsterdam): Violence in the Streets: A Study on how Violence Works in Groups of Urban Young Adults

3b. Saturday, June 9th 16.00-19.00 — Room 13P

- Lorenzo Pedrini (Università di Milano Bicocca): The Antifascist Boxing Body Political Somatics in Boxe Popolare
- Aurélie Epron (Université Claude Bernard Lyon) & Dario Nardini (Università di Milano Bicocca): Symbols and belonging. Breton wrestling as an expression of Breton identity
- Luis Toronjo Hormillo (University of Seville), María del Carmen Campos Mesa (University of Seville), Óscar del Castillo Andrés (University of Seville), Maria Teresa Toronjo: The Utilitarian Judo: The Adoption of Traditional Martial Art as a Program for the Improvement of the Quality of Life of the Adult Population
- Heiko Bittmann & Martin Meyer (Kanazawa University): Why do People Train Martial Arts? Participation Motives of German and Japanese Karateka
- Laura D. Keesman (University of Amsterdam): Mutual alignment and a sense of moral community: how group behavior affects escalation and deescalation in street-level policing in The Netherlands
- Phie van Rompu (University of Amsterdam): To Beat or To Bounce? Preliminary findings and methodological explorations concerning the violence of bouncers in the Dutch night-time economy

4. Ethnography of university life in the era of evaluation

Convenors: Marco Pitzalis (Università di Cagliari) & Filippo Zerilli (Università di Cagliari)

4a. Thursday, June 7th 16.00-19.00 — Room 7P

- Louise Jacob (EHESS, LIEPP), Filippo Pirone (University of Bordeaux) & Agnès van Zanten (CNRS-Sciences Po): The functions and issues surrounding assessment in a highly selective French institution of higher education
- Luca Sebastiani (Universidade de Coimbra): “If the Rector expelled you, then she must be right!”, or: the elective affinity between bureaucracy and audit culture at the time of neoliberal university. A case-study from the Spanish context
• Daniele Cantini (University of Halle): Ethnographies of university life from a troubled periphery: audit practices and quality assessment in private universities in Egypt
• Marco Romito (Università di Milano Bicocca): Enacting ‘study success’. Guidance and tutoring policies within an Higher Education Institution.

4b. Friday, June 8th 9.30-12.30 — Room 7P

• Gioia Pompili & Assunta Viteritti (Sapienza Università di Roma): Between experimentation and accountability: challenges for academic teaching innovation
• Anna Carreri (Università di Verona) & Patrizia Zanoni (University of Hasselt): If you are not going to pay me in credit points, I will not fill in the questionnaire! The making of the student subject in neoliberal academia
• Letteria Fassari (Sapienza Università di Roma) & Emanuela Spanò (Università di Napoli “Federico II”): Catching the Phantasmal Media in Academia
• Luca Salmieri (Sapienza Università di Roma): Teaching and coping with Moodle. An ethnographic voyage into the meanings of blended e-learning in higher education

5. Ethnography of Fascisms
Convenor: Charlie Barnao (Università di Catanzaro)

Friday June 8th 16.00-19.00 — Room 9P

• Ana Ivasiuc (Justus Liebig University Giessen and Philipps University Marburg): Fascism and the City
• Angelo Zotti (Università della Campania “Luigi Vanvitelli”): The fascist man as an adaptive social personality. A socio-cultural analysis

6. Ethnographies of asylum seeker reception
Convenors: Michela Semprebon (Università di Bologna) & Roberta Marzorati (Università degli Studi Milano-Bicocca)

6a. Thursday June 7th 16.00-19.00 — Room 5SA

• Fabio Lucchini (Università di Milano Bicocca) & Andrea Membretti (Università di Padova): Refugees in the Italian Alps: emptiness, conflicts and creative spaces
• Paolo Novak (Soas University): An ethnography of spatial dispersal
• Giulia Tabone (Università di Torino): Between Emergency and Creativity in Asylum Seekers’ Reception in Valsusa
• Babette Wyckaert (KU Leuven): My Name is Not a Refugee. Integration throughout the route from shelter to housing
• Anna Di Giusto (Università di Firenze): Camini, the new Riace. Where Utopia Becomes Reality

6b. Friday, June 8th 9.30-12.30 — Room 8P

• Omid Firouzi Tabar (Research Group SLANG, Padova University): Reception of Asylum Seekers in Padua and its Province: a qualitative research
• Anna Jacqmin (Università degli Studi di Milano): Beyond the Service: How do Humanitarian Workers and Migrants Interact out of Their Institutional Role?
• Simone Di Cecco (Urmis, Paris Diderot): Negotiating oppression with exploitation? Volunteering by asylum seekers as a way to “prevent potential tensions”
• Andrea Pogliano (Università del Piemonte Orientale): Refugee crises and local narrative-making: a comparison of two Italian case studies
• Tiziana Tarsia (Università di Messina) & Luigi De Filippis (Coopisa association, Reggio Calabria): Exploring conflicts in SPRAR system: a case study

6c. Friday, June 8th 16.00-19.00 — Room 8P

• Roberta Sardone (HI HERE, Mezzocorona): The local dimension of Italy reception system
• Alessandro Forina (Universidad Complutense de Madrid): Asylum, solidarity and social movements. An ethnographic analysis of the Solidarity. Reception Network of Madrid
• Alessandro Mazzola (Liège University), Elsa Mescoli (Liège University) & Marco Martinello (Liège University): Forms of Mobilization For The Reception And Integration of Asylum Seekers. Ethnographies from Two Cases in Wallonia, French-Speaking Belgium
• Francesca Grisot (Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia): Reception and representation of asylum seekers and refugees in the Venetian lagoon area before and after the 2011 "North Africa Emergency", SPRAR Venezia 2007 and CAS Conetta 2017
• Anna Rosinska – Kordasiewicz (University of Warsaw) & Przemyslaw Sadura (University of Warsaw): Migrant place re-making – Lewisham Polish Centre as a case of a migrant institution in a super-diverse neighbourhood
• Serena Caroselli (Università di Genova): Which is the border? Temporality of awaiting in the experience of migrant women between Bolzano and the Brenner area

7. Migrant Masculinities and Global Religions. Exploring Gendered Religious Change through International Mobility
Thursday, June 7th 16.00-19.00 — Room 9P

- Halyna Leontiy (Universität Tübingen): On the Relation between the Interpretation of Religion and the Concept of Gender and Sex by the 2nd Generation of young Turks in Germany
- Carlo Nardella (Università degli Studi di Milano): Religion, Ritual and the Social Construction of Masculinity and Femininity
- Dany Carnassale (Università di Padova): Out of the realm of hegemonic masculinity. Senegalese MSM living in Italy
- José Hildo de Oliveira Filho (Charles University in Prague): Between victims of imperialism and agents of their own? Brazilian football rotations in Central Europe

8. Be(ar)ing witness: Testimony, evidence and subjectivation in institutional contexts
Convenors: Alessandra Gribaldo (Università di Bologna), Tommaso Sbriccoli (Università di Siena) & Barbara Sorgoni (Università di Torino)

8a. Friday, June 8th 16.00-19.00 — Room 10P

- Kyle Cleveland (Temple University Japan Campus): A Radiation Rashomon: The Politics of Radiation Assessment in the Fukushima Nuclear Crisis
- Armando Cutolo (Università di Siena): No witnesses. Identification, biometry and the post-social condition in comparative perspective
- Simonetta Grilli (Università di Siena) & Maria CarolinaVesce (Università di Siena): Genitalia out-of-scope. Sex and gender in Trans Court Cases in Italy
- Selenia Marabello (Università di Bologna): Clashing truths: medical evidence, morality and legal norms

8b. Saturday, June 9th 9.00-12.00 — Room 10P

- Sebastiano Cesaro (Université Paris 8) & Dany Carnassale (Università di Padova): Validated subjectivities? The assessment of SOGI-based asylum claims in France and Italy
- Giuliana Sanò (Università di Messina) & Stefania Spada (Università di Bologna): Regimes of truth and denial. How do we build a witness in the asylum application procedures?
- Sasha Brown (Maynooth University): Local Knowledge: Cultures of Irish Asylum Seeker Determination
- Consuelo Bianchelli (Università degli Studi di Modena e Reggio Emilia): Building trafficking victims’ identity through testimony in trials for enslavement and sex trafficking offences

9. Comparing What? Conceptualising comparison in migration and urban studies
Convenors: Nicholas DeMaria Harney (University of Windsor) & Andrea Mubi Brighenti (Università di Trento)

Saturday, June 9th 9.00-12.00 — Room 11P

- Lucilla Barchetta (GSSI L’Aquila): Ethnography and traces: experimental comparison and open spaces in riverside Turin
- Sara Bonfanti (Università di Trento), Aurora Massa (Università di Trento) & Alejandro Miranda (Università di Trento): Searching for whose homes? Riddles of ethnographic comparison in a collaborative research across European cities
- Ilaria Giglioli (University of California Berkeley): How are borders produced, naturalized and reproduced? Comparing bordering processes across time and space
- Wei Haitao (Hong Kong University): Fluid ethnography: the case of migrant construction workers in contemporary China

10. Work, Consumption and Social Relations: Processual Approaches to the Platform Society
Convenors: Chiara Bassetti (Università di Trento), Annalisa Murgia (University of Leeds) & Maurizio Teli (Madeira-ITI)

10a. Thursday, June 7th 16.00-19.00 — Room 8P

- Loris Caruso (Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa) & Lorenzo Cini (Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa): Digital Innovation and the Transformations of Work: Analytical and Political Dilemmas
- Frédéric Naedenoen (LENTIC – HEC Liège): New Autonomous Workers Collectivism – The Belgian Deliveroo Riders Case
- Davide Arcidiacono (Università Cattolica di Milano), Ivana Pais (Università Cattolica di Milano) & Lorenzo Zaffaroni (Università Cattolica di Milano): Working on a Platform: a Shadowing Observation of Digital Workers
- Belem Quezada-Díaz (Universidad Autónoma del Estado de Morelos) & Imke Hindrichs (Universidad Autónoma del Estado de Morelos): Organisational Culture of Informal Trade in Facebook
- Maurizio Teli (Madeira-ITI) & Chiara Bassetti (Università di Trento): The Commonfare Project: a Multi-Sited Qualitative Action Research on and for Bottom-Up Collaborative Welfare Practices
10b. Friday, June 8th 16:00-19:00 — Room 8P
- Davide Arcidiacono (Università Cattolica di Milano): **Triangulating Net-nography and Digital Methods to Study the peer2peer Economy**
- Elisabetta Risi (Università di Milano) & Guido Di Fraia (Università di Milano): *OverExposed and Un(der)paid Knowledge Workers in the Processes of Crowdsourcing*
- Paul White (Swansea University) & Jocelyn Finniear (Swansea University): **The Role of Platforms in Configuring Social Relations: an Ethnographic Examination of the Social Accomplishment of Human Resource Management Induction Platforms**
- Attila Bruni (Università di Trento) & Fabio Maria Esposito (Università di Trento): **Digital Industries: Organizing, Producing and Consuming Private Life in the Age of Airbnb**
- Paolo Landri (CNR-IRPPS): **Cartographies of the Digital Governance of Education**

11. Minors in migration: Comparative Approaches
Convenors: Simona Tersigni (Université Paris Nanterre) & Lorenzo Navone (Università di Genova)

Saturday, June 9th 9.00-12.00 — Room 12P
- Tindaro Bellinvia (Oxfam Italia Intercultura and Migralab): **Unaccompanied foreign minors: a case study**
- Nicoletta Varani (Università di Genova) & Enrico Bernardini (Università di Genova): **Between Africa, Europe and America: the increasing phenomenon of unaccompanied migrant children: a geo-social analysis**
- Giulia Consoli (Università di Bologna): “It’s impossible to stay alone”. Doubts, discourses and representations around “unaccompanied foreign minors” in Morocco and Italy
- Maïtena Armagnague-Roucher (INS HEA): **Diversity of schooled migrant pupils in France: challenges of a segmented inclusion**

12. Ethnographic studies of tourism
Convenors: Monica Gilli (Università di Torino) & Giovanna Rech (Università di Trento)

12a. Thursday, June 7th 16.00-19.00 — Room 3P
- Mara Benadusi (Università di Catania): **Industrial Debris on Tour: Sightseeing among Sicilian Petro-Cultures**
- Concetta Papapicco (Università di Bari), Rosa Scardigno (Università di Bari) & Giuseppe Mininì (Università di Bari): “#Trenitalia vi augura buon viaggio”. L’ironia corre su Twitter
- Erika De Vivo (Università di Torino): Experiencing Sapmi at the pace of the drumbeat: Isogaisa and Riddu Riddu festivals in the context of North-Norway cultural and spiritual tourism
- Marco Alberti (Alplab, Sondrio), Massimo Bardea (Alplab, Sondrio), Sonia Bombardieri (Municipalità di Tirano) & Andrea Petrella (Alplab, Sondrio): Participative processes aiming at defining new touristic and cultural strategies for an Ethnographic Museum: challenges and opportunities
- Chiara Rabbiosi (Center for Advanced Studies in Tourism, Rimini): **Tourism, consumption and space: Ethnographic performances**

12b. Friday, June 8th 9.30-12.30 — Room 9P
- Michelle Duffy (University of Newcastle), Judith Mair (University of Queensland), Tim Edensor (Manchester Metropolitan University) & Gordon Waitt (University of Wollongong): SENSUAL TOURISM GEOGRAPHIES FOR UNDERSTANDING THE SOCIAL ROLES OF FESTIVALS THROUGH MULTISENSORY “THICK DESCRIPTION”
- Qiaoyang Peng (University of Hong Kong): **Tourism and Ethnic Identity: Learning about who you are in ethnical touring**
- Naomi Smith (Federation University Australia), Michelle Duffy (University of Newcastle) & P. Walters (Federation University Australia): “Instagrammable”: Exploring the social ecology of tourist places
- Marta Soligo (University of Nevada) & David R. Dickens (University of Nevada): Italy far from Italy: Authenticity in Las Vegas
- Lia Zola (Università di Torino): **Souvenirizing shamanism: tourism and mimesis in Eastern Siberia**
- Francesco Vietti (Università di Milano Bicocca): The tourist, the migrant and the anthropologist: ethnographic account of a problematic encounter within the city

13. Experiencing the Sacred between Religion and Spirituality
Convenors: Stefania Palmisano (Università di Torino), Nicola Pannofino (Università di Torino) & Emily Pierini (University of Wales Trinity Saint David / The American University of Rome)

13a. Thursday, June 7th 16.00-19.00 — Room 10P
- Samuele Davide Molli (Università Cattolica di Milano): **God across borders. Patterns of catholic immigrant spirituality in Milan**
- Marcin Jawdokimov (Faculty of Humanities, Cardinal Stefan Wyszy ski University in Warsaw): **Ethnographic study of monasteries in Poland**
• Ekatarina Khonieneva (European University Saint Petersburg / Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography): Agency and self-transformation in Catholic vocational discernment
• Alessandro Gusman (University of Turin): Ordinary lives in (extra?)ordinary times. Understanding everyday spirituality of young Congolese refugees in Kampala
• Guido Nicolas Zingari (University of Turin): The invisible infrastructure of a spiritual metropolis. Religious ties between jihad de l’âme and practice of everyday life in the Sufi city of Toubah
• Emanuela Borgnino (Università di Milano Bicocca / University of Hawaii at Manoa): The Invisible that we all see in the Valley of Makua in the Island

13b. Friday, June 8th 9.30-12.30 — Room 10P
• Galina Novikova (University of Giessen): Spirituality and religiosity in transformation. Biographies of Orthodox Christians in post-Soviet Russia
• Antonio Camorrino (Università degli Studi di Napoli Federico II): Sacred Nature. Contemporary forms of green spirituality
• Andrei Tiuktiaev (European University at Saint Petersburg / Peter the Great Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography): Knowledge production and practices of interpretations in New Age spirituality
• Matteo Di Placido (Università di Milano Bicocca): The Sacred Self: Negotiating with the sacred within through the body

14. Contested Rights: Minorities and Justice
Convenors: Paola Bonizzoni (Università di Milano) & Alberta Giorgi (Università di Bergamo)

14a. Friday, June 8th 9.30-12.30 — Room 14P
• Federica de Cordova (Università di Verona), Cristina Lonardi (Università di Verona), Giulia Selmi (Università di Verona) & Chiara Sità (Università di Verona): Passing for the good (straight) parent: a critical analysis of the judgments recognizing parental rights to LGB couples
• Caterina Peroni (University of Padua) & Elisa Rapetti (International Cooperation Centre, Trento): Can women and LGBTQ people speak the language of rights? Political languages and perspectives of LGBTQ and feminist movements in Italy
• Marianna Zanetta (Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, Parigi / Università di Torino): Family and Death in contemporary Japan Legislative evolutions in Japanese family systems and their repercussions over funeral rites

14b. Friday, June 8th 16.00-19.00 — Room 14P
• Li Peifan (University of Hong Kong): Mediatory or Adjudicatory Judging: Cultural Empowerment of Judicial Rhetoric in Rural Civil Justice A research based on the people’s tribunals in Southern Fujian
• Greta Persico (Università di Bergamo): Poverty is not a crime. A case study of a trial against Romanian Roma occupying public property in Milan
• Ulderico Daniele (Independent Researcher): Is there a light at the end of the trials? Nomads camps in Rome, no matter what the courts rule

16. Ethnographies of racialized labour processes
Convenors: Vando Borghi (Università di Bologna) & Devi Sacchetto (Università di Padova)

Friday, June 8th 16.00-19.00 — Room 12P
• Andrea Bottalico, (Università di Milano): Towards the racialization of dock labour? The case of the port of Antwerp
• Antonella Cecchagno (Università di Bologna): Processes of workforce ethnicization
• Francesco Iannuzzi (Università di Padova): Intersecting workers social differences with labour fragmentation process. The case of the hotel sector
• Rebecca Paraciani (Università di Bologna): An ethnography inside labour inspectorate: how to deal with the racialization in domestic workplace?

17. Informal labour brokers and contemporary capitalist economies
Convenors: Timothy Raeymaekers (University of Zurich) & Domenico Perrotta (Università di Bergamo)

Thursday, June 7th 16.00-19.00 — Room 11P
• Tina Bopp (University of Basel): The circular migration regime and brokerage in Moldova: A case study on the division of labour in European food production
• Iraklis Dimitriadis (University of Milano Bicocca): Informal labour intermediation within the construction sector: types and activities of informal brokers
• Martina Lo Cascio (University of Palermo): “My dream is to help other people”. How the intervention of local administrations fostered the emergence of illegal farm labour brokers in Western Sicily
• Monika Szulecka (University of Warsaw): Who benefits? The role of informal brokers in facilitating foreigner’s short-term work in Poland

18. New patterns of intra-EU migration? Ethnographic insights on labour and welfare experiences of migrant workers
Convenors: Gabriella Alberti (University of Leeds), Diego Coletto (Università di Milano Bicocca) & Giovanna Fullin (Università di Milano Bicocca)

18a. Friday, June 8th 16.00-19.00 — Room 7P

• Hannah Schling (King’s College London): (Re)producing the “disposable” EU worker: work agencies and workers dormitories in the Czech Republic.
• Micha P. Garapich (University of Warsaw), Kamila Fia kowska (University of Warsaw) & El bieta Mierta-Wojtowicz (Pedagogical University Cracow): It can be anywhere, but we need to be together – decades of resisting hostile mobility Regimes. The case of migration of Polish Roma
• Soniia Danaj (European Centre for Social Welfare Policy and Research) & Erka Caro (University of Tirana): Intra-EU labour market mobility: Biographies of EU and TCN migrant workers
• Francesco Della Puppa (Università di Padova): The new migration of the “new Italians”: motivations, experiences and disillusionments of Italian-Bangladeshis relocating to London

18b. Saturday, June 9th 9.00-12.00 — Room 7P

• Antonio Sanguinetti (Sapienza Università di Roma): Recent Intra-European migration: Access to welfare for Italians in Frankfurt am Main
• Simone Varriale (University of Warwick): Class, stigma and symbolic violence among post-2008 Italian migrants living in the UK
• Iraiklis Dimitriadis (University of Milano Bicocca): Looking for the future. Narratives, images and expectations of European migrants from Italy, Spain, Bulgaria and Romania

19. Processes of criminalization and qualitative research
Convenors: Alvise Sbraccia (Università di Bologna) & Francesca Vianello (Università di Padova)

19a. Friday, June 8th 9.30-12.30 — Room 12P

• Ariana S. Cota (Universidad de Granada): “Blacklists” as a way of criminalizing Social Movements. A research by Stop Repression Granada
• Margherita Grazioli (University of Leicester): The article 5 of the “Piano casa”, “oral warnings” and “special surveillances”. An analysis of the legislative devices constructing housing squatters and activists as “socially dangerous”
• Michele Miravalle (University of Torino): Exploring “shithole countries”: inside the Central American juvenile prisons
• Carlotta Mozzana (Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca), Roberta Marzorati (Università degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca) & Andrea Molteni (Caritas Ambrosiana): Who deserve to stay home? Exploring pre-trial house arrest practices in Italy
• Perla Arianna Allegrini (University of Turin): The implementation of electronic tagging and its role in the expansion of penal control

19b. Saturday, June 9th 9.00-12.00 — Room 15P

• Emily L. Hart (University of Liverpool): Women Prisoners’ Forms and Methods of Resistance
• Daniela Ronco (University of Turin) & Giovanni Torrente (University of Turin): Prisoner reentry. Processes of criminalization and marginalization
• Luca Sterchele (Università di Padova): Notes for a Carceral Territioriology of Mental Health
• Maddalena Rodelli (Università di Padova) & Jessica Lorenzon (Università di Padova): A Double Stigma. Effects of Criminalization and Medicalization Processes on Prison Inmates With A Diagnosis of Drug Addiction
• Luigi Gariglio (Università di Torino) & Mario Cardano (Università di Torino): The Mechanical Restraint Of Psychiatric Patients In Custody. Disciplinary machine, cure, or care?

20. Visual research of migrations and other border experiences. What about politics and aesthetics?
Convenors: Annalisa Frisina (Università di Padova), Valentina Anzoise (Università di Milano Bicocca) & Camilla Hawthorne (University of California Berkeley)

Thursday, June 7th 16.00-19.00 — Room 11P

• Marcello Maneri (Università di Milano Bicocca): Humanity and security under siege. European discursive politics on immigration and asylum
21. **What sort of Fieldwork and Participant Observation in today’s Maghreb?**
Convenors: Mohamed Kerrou (University El Manar of Tunis) & Paola Gandolfi (Università di Bergamo)
Discussant: Hassan Rachik (University Hassan II of Casablanca)

21a. **Friday, June 8th 9.30-12.30 — Room 5SA**
- Laura Guarino (University of Genoa): *Ethical and methodological implications doing ethnography concerning urban resistance and participation issues in Morocco*
- Irene Bono (Università di Torino): *Biography as a fieldwork. Questioning master narratives of political change in Morocco*
- Debora Brenna (University of Bergamo): *Spectatorship in nowadays Moroccan theatre Challenges and possibilities for the making of a "vivre ensemble"*

21b. **Friday, June 8th 16.00-19.00 — Room 5SA**
- Laryssa Chomiak (CEMA, Oran) & Bob Robert Parks (CEMA, Oran): *Visions of dissent in Algeria, Jordan and Tunisia*
- Giovanni Cordova (Sapienza Università di Roma): *Hegemony, resistance, alternatives. Ethnography among young Tunisi ans as mutual recognition of cultural subjectivities*
- Gaia Gondino (University of Turin): *When the party is no longer the one*

22. **Un/Sustainable Practices in a Scarcity-Driven World**
Convenors: Elena Bougleux (Università di Bergamo) & Sara Bonfanti (Università di Trento)

**Friday, June 8th 9.30-12.30 — Room 1P**
- Iulian Valentin Gabor (University of Bucharest): *Sharing economy and automobility: A comparison of app-based and off-line hitchhiking*
- Giulia Mascadri (Università di Torino): *Back to basics on mountain rural areas: when less is plenty. A social ethnography on an amenity migration based community, escaping scarCities*
- Filippo Oncini (Università di Trento): *‘Do You Pay for Your Lunch?’ Eating School Lunch at the Margins: An Extreme Case Study*
- Gloria Pessina (Politecnico di Milano): *Water games of Gujarat. Rhetoric of scarcity and excess of water from the Narmada Dam to the Sabarmati River Front Development Project*

23. **Playing on the Move: Rethinking Sport, Migration and Play through Inter-relationality**
Convenors: Estella Carpi (University College London), Chiara Diana (Aix-Marseille Univ, OMAM-MSH Université Libre de Bruxelles, LabexMed) & Stefano Fogliata (Università di Bergamo)

**Saturday, June 9th 9.00-12.00 — Room 14P**
- Sandra El Gemayel (UCL, Institute of Education): *The impact of armed conflict and displacement on the childhood and play of young Iraqi and Syrian child refugees in Lebanon*
- Stefano Fogliata (University of Bergamo): *The “Refugees’ Football League” in Lebanon: “Footballizing” between Palestinian camps and the city*
- Francesca Brunelli (University of Turin): *On the field’s boundaries. Cricket and identity practices in Turin*
- Eda Elif Tibet (University of Bern): *From Kabul to Istanbul, crossing borders without arms: The power of the mind and the becoming of a Paralympic swimming champion*
- Estella Carpi (University College London) & Chiara Diana (Aix-Marseille Univ, OMAM-MSH Univ Libre de Bruxelles, LabexMed): *Healing Trauma with Play? ‘Child Protection’ during Syrian Displacement in Lebanon*
- Diego Pani (Memorial University of Newfoundland) & Jordan Zalis (Memorial University of Newfoundland): *Contemplation, Encouragement, and Celebration: Learning by Listening to the 2017 Tim Hortons Brier*

24. **Death in European Society: Field Research Experiences**
Convenors: Roberta Bartoletti (Università di Urbino), Asher Colombo (Università di Bologna) & Francesca Pasquali (Università di Bologna)

**Friday, June 8th 9.30-12.30 — Room 15P**

Maria Elisa Dainelli (University of Perugia): Là-bas d’où nous venons: Ivorian hometown associations and funeral wakes as a “coming back home” ritual

Giorgia Mirto (Università di Bologna): Integrating the migrant dead: Communities in Southern Italy and the Mourning of Border Deaths

Francesco Sacchetti (Università di Urbino): Italian Muslim cemeteries as space for memory and policy

Florenă Popescu-Simion ("Constantin Brăiloiu" Institute of Ethnography and Folklore Romanian Academy): Crosses at your door – Funeral signs marking the 40 days passed after somebody’s death in Romania

Sergei Mokhov (The Centre for Independent Social Research): Death in modern Russia: how does infrastructure produce a funeral rite?

25. Open Session
Convenors: Giolo Fele (Università di Trento) & Gianmarco Navarini (Università di Milano Bicocca)

25a. Thursday, June 7th 16.00-19.00 — Room 13P
- Edna Barromi Perlman (University of Haifa) & Ruth Kark (University of Haifa): Analysis of the visibility of Bedouin women in the Negev, as reflected in the private photographic archive of Dr. Ben-Assa, an Israeli physician
- Dafne Muntanyola-Saura (Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona): Distributed Cognition in Dance: Locating Artistic Skills in Multimodal Interaction
- Virginia R. Smercina (University of Nevada - Las Vegas): Digital Nomadism and Globalizing Identity: An Ethnographic Study of a Marginalized Yet Romanticized Location Independent Subculture
- Gabriele Cerati (Università di Milano Bicocca): Difficult to Define, Easy to Understand. The Use and Production of Music Genres’ Categories In Musical Experience

25b. Friday, June 8th 16.00-19.00 — Room 15P
- Marco Pedroni (School of Law, eCampus University): Subordination or sovereignty? The paradox of excess gambling
- Luca Rimoldi (Università di Milano Bicocca): Living and working in a contemporary landfill: Ethnographic notes from Mbeubeuss (Senegal)
- Sandra L. Trappen (Penn State University): Knowledge Wars: American College Students, Guns, and Social Identity
- Jacopo Anderlini (Università degli Studi di Genova): Filtered mobilities: contested practices of labelling at the border
- Costanza Guazzo (Politecnico di Torino), Anna Paola Quaglia (Politecnico di Torino) & Alessia Toldo (Politecnico di Torino): Food as a mean of social inclusion? Critical reflections on the "ethics of care"
- Bianca Pastori (Università di Padova): Ethics, emotions and “far quadrare i conti”. Everyday work and life of two women farmers in the Alpine valley of Primiero (Eastern Trentino region)
Poster Session

All day under the cloister portico SA

- Rosario Arroyo González (Universidad de Granada), Laura Carlucci (Universidad de Granada) & Eric Fernández-Lancho (Universidad de Granada): Teaching Writing at University from a Metasociocognitive Perspective. Process and Conclusions of an Ethnographical Educational Research Project

- Davide Biffi (University of Milano Bicocca, Laboratorio Escapes) & Elisa Morellini (Independent Researcher): Histories construction and collection: notes for a reflection on work with asylum seekers and refugees

- Francesco Bravin (Università di Genova): The reinvention of tradition in Cinque Terre: a dramaturgic perspective

- Caterina Buccheri (University of Granada): Tunisian foreign immigration in the Province of Agrigento and the rigidity of the rules for access to employment contracts.

- Angele Deguara (University of Malta): An ethnographic study of religion and sexuality in Catholic Malta and Sicily

- Raheel Dhattiwala (University of Amsterdam) & Don Weenink (University of Amsterdam): Studying collective emotional transformations in the Northern India riots in 2017. Some challenges for ethnographic field work

- Gabriele Di Palma (University of Bari), Concetta Papapicco (University of Bari), Luciana Neglia (University of Bari), Rosa Scardigno (University of Bari): The “INVISIBLES” at the Margin of Europe: Young People, Social Inclusion, Urban Renewal and Collaborative Communities

- Greta Erschbamer (Center for Advanced Studies, Eurac Research), Ingrid Kofler (Center for Advanced Studies, Eurac Research) & Harald Peclhaner (Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt): Destination Design: theory building through GABEK WinRelan

- Ulla Forseth (Università di Trento, Norwegian University of Science): Into Deep Water: Sensory ethnography and sensible knowledge

- Micha P. Garapich (University of Warsaw), Kamila Fia kowska (University of Warsaw) & El bieta Mirga-Wójtowicz (Pedagogical University Cracow): I have faith but I have no religion vs being real Roma as Jehovah Witness. The role of religion in negotiating belonging(s) and contestation of power among Roma migrants from Poland to the UK


- Mariano Gianola (Università di Napoli Federico II, Università di Salerno) & Giuseppe Masullo (Università di Salerno): The new boundaries of sexuality: approaches and encounters within the borders 3.0

- Ezgi Güler (European University Institute): Juggling between Income and Safety: Coping Strategies of Sex Worker Trans Women with Everyday Threats in Urban Turkey

- Alessandro Gusman (Università di Torino): Ethnographies on the limits, and the limits of ethnography. Doing fieldwork in a palliative care unit

- Yao Hong (University of Hong Kong): Couple as a unit: Ethnography in marriage and family

- Meryem Lakhoute (Università di Padova). Development and return migration during the years of the economic crisis: the case of Moroccan migrants returned from Italy

- Raffaella Maiullo (Università di Firenze): Death on Facebook: a new way to express one’s own grief in the Italian perspective

- Federica Manfredi (Lisbon University): The self under the skin. Strategies of memory through the body
• Shamea Yasmin Mia (University of Suffolk): ‘Talking with Daughters of the Community’: On (Emotional) In-Depth Interviewing and Interviewer Ambivalence in Same-Community Research

• M. Caterina Mortillaro (Università di Milano Bicocca): Social and Castal Reasons for the Adaptation of Indian Dances to Christianity

• Marco Nocente (Università di Milano Bicocca): Dogs and Humans in interaction order of the dogs area

• Valerio Pascali (Università di Padova): The trauma from entrance to prison analyzed by who have experienced it, through self-ethnography

• Gianmarco Peterlongo (Università degli Studi di Torino): Neoliberal city and popular uses of public space. Ethnography of informal work in La Merced, Mexico City

• Emanuele Stochino (Università degli Studi di Brescia): Public Deregulation of the Bronx, Urban Public Life and Auto-regulation of the Bronxites

• Ana Tomic (University College London): “Things are not what they used to be”. An ethnographic account of young scholars’ experience in the field of Social Representations
SIDE EVENTS

SOCIAL DINNER – Thursday 7th, 20.30

Buffet dinner within the splendid setting of the Restaurant La Marianna (Largo Colle Aperto, 4 – Bergamo: n. 3 on the general map).

You can see if there are still available places at the registration desk (dinner fee: 28 euro).

EVENING SIDE EVENT: ON THE FRONT LINE OF THE EARTHQUAKE – Friday 8th, 19.00

On Friday evening, in the Room 1P there will be the presentation of the militant research conducted in the aftermath of the earthquake in Central Italy and the Photo Exhibition “Geographies of Uncertainty”, realized by Emidio di Treviri.

With: Ferdinando Amato (Emidio di Treviri), Alexandra D’Angelo (Emidio di Treviri), Davide Olori (Emidio di Treviri)
Chair: Pietro Saita (University of Messina)
Discussant: Nick Dines (European University Institute, Florence)

PHOTO EXHIBITION “GEOGRAPHY OF UNCERTAINTY”

7-8 June – Pignolo Building, University of Bergamo
“Geography of uncertainty” is part of Emidio di Treviri’s project, which represents an experience of collective research carried out by social scientists, anthropologists, architects, psychologists, urban planners, engineers, photographers and videomakers, committed to building a critical social study on the processes that have been in place since the earthquakes occurred in the Central Apennines in 2016 and 2017.

MEET THE BOARD – Saturday 9th, 15.00

ERQ Directors and Editorial Board members are available on Saturday, 3-4,30 pm to answer questions and offer suggestions about submitting and publishing articles, review essays and other kinds of contributions to Etnografia e Ricerca Qualitativa.

The meeting will be held at La Vendemmia Restaurant (Via della Fara, 17 – Bergamo: n. 4 on the general map).

If you like, you can also join the board at lunch (from around 1:30 pm).

QIGONG FREE SESSION – Thursday, Friday & Saturday: 8.30/ 9.00

with Mark Langweiler, meeting point: Parco Sant’Agostino, in front of the Conference Venue.
30 minutes of Qigong Movement: basic exercises that come from the Wu Family Qigong Sets and possibly some standing meditation.
WHERE TO EAT

Al Donizetti, via Gombito, 17  tel. 035/242661
Ciccio Passami l’Olio, via Sant’Alessandro, 24  tel. 035/226813
Colleoni & dell’Angelo, Piazza Vecchia  tel. 035/232596
Del Gourmet, via San Vigilio  tel. 035/256110
Il Sole, via B. Colleoni, 1  tel. 035/218238
La Marianna, Largo Colle Aperto  tel. 035/237027
Ol Giopi e La Margì, via Borgo Palazzo, 27  tel. 035/249550
Ristorante/Pizzeria Arlecchino, Piazza S. Anna,1h tel. 035/210303
Ristorante/Pizzeria 900, via dello Statuto, 23 tel. 035/255210
Ristorante/Pizzeria S. Vigilio, via San Vigilio  tel. 035/253188
Ristorante Pizzeria da Franco, via Colleoni, 8, tel. 035/238565
Il Circolino, via Sant’Agata 19, tel. 035/218568
Ristorante Marienplatz Hostaria, via Pignolo, 37  tel. 035/238964
Trattoria D’ Ambrosio Giuliana, via Broseta, 58  tel. 035/402926
Trattoria Sant’Ambroeus, Piazza Vecchia  tel. 035/220545
Osteria di via Solata, via Solata  tel. 035/271993
L’Osteria del vino buono, Piazza Mercato delle scarpe, tel 035/247993
Il Pianone, via Castagneta, tel. 035/216016
Trattoria da Ornella, Via Gombito, tel. 035/232736
Ristorante Pizzeria da Mimmo, via Colleoni, tel. 035/218535
Lounge Bar, Take away Città alta, Bergamo.
Caffè del Tasso, Piazza Vecchia, tel. 035/237966
Ai Giardini (Aperitivi & Drink), , P.zale della Repubblica, 2 b
Bar S. Vigilio, via Castello di S. Vigilio  tel. 035/253191
Bar Le Iris, viale Vittorio Emanuele II, 12  tel. 035/217037
Blue Bar (Tavola calda), via Stezzano
Birreria del Pozzo Bianco, via Porta Dipinta, 30  tel. 035/247694
Pub Papageno, via B. Colleoni, 1b  tel. 035/236624
Tsunami (Sushi bar, ristorante giapponese) organizza colazioni, via Statuto, 19 A
Vineria Cozzi, via B. Colleoni, 22  tel. 035/238836
1. Sant'Agostino – University Building
2. Pignolo – University Building
3. La Marianna – Social Dinner
4. La Vendemmia Restaurant – Via della Fara, 17 – Meet the Board
5. Sant'Agostino Park – Qigong Free Session
CREDITS

We wish to thank the following people and organizations for their contribution to the conference organization:

- Research collective Emidio di Treviri
  [http://www.emidioditreviri.org](http://www.emidioditreviri.org)
- Manuel Strali, graphic designer
  [https://it.linkedin.com/in/manuelstrali](https://it.linkedin.com/in/manuelstrali)
  manuel.strali@gmail.com
- ORA — Osservatorio sui segni del tempo, Università di Bergamo
- Cooperativa sociale Namasté - La magnolia, Bergamo
  [http://www.coopnamaste.it/](http://www.coopnamaste.it/)
  segreteria@coopnamaste.it